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Today's
 
Guess  
R. 
Ernest
 
Hemingway,
 
guest 
weather
 
prophet,
 
predicts:
 
rain  
as 
MUM, 
says,
 
"br:ng  your 
parasols."
 
High
 
near  
5iLow above freez-
ing. 
IVind  
undoubtedly.
 
artan
 
Mabel
 
R. 
Gillis,
 
Librarian
 
alifornia
 
St4te
 
ento 
9,
 
Calif
 
San
 
Jose
 
State 
College  
G PNI/4 
,-(A-rffest
 
Tex E 
LIBRA&
 
day's
 
Score  
Mum, paddling 
his 
own  
st 
the 
Daily  
office,
 
corn -
"Mr. W. 
hit it on 
the  nose. 
rained
 
continuously."
 
Noon
 high 
54. 
Wind 
gusty  from s 
and SW. 
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MINUS
 
WINTER
  
ItSUE   
ON
 
SALE
 
TODAY
 
S 
J 
S Greets
 79th 
Operational  
Year  
Acheson 
Rejects Russ Request 
Pro. 
I' 4, Taler.hiOn 
Sparta Put 
On 'Square' 
By 1870 Bill 
By EARL 
CRABBE  
San Jose State 
College's
 79th 
birthday all but slipped by un-
noticed Friday. 
It was on March 11, MO, that 
the state legislature voted to 
:move the 
college from the base-
ment of a high 
school  on what is 
now Powell street in San Fran-
:isco 
to its present location on 
Washington  
Square.
 
San Jose won out in a 
hot com-
petition among several cities, all 
A" 
whom were
 anxious to 
acquire 
the college site. Martinez, Napa, 
Sacramento, Stockton, Oakland, 
ind  Berkeley were all in the run -
;ling at 
different  times. 
City Offers Square 
An offer by San Jose's city fa -
hers 
to
 deed Washington
 
Square  
.o the state 
as a location for the 
school helped tip the vote in the 
'Garden City's favor. 
Mrs. 
Estelle  CireaM0644"ApIL
 
book entitle& °Runs 
Joielliall*  CM-
Lycurgus  
editors
 
Mike
 
Thom-
as, 
left, 
Bob
 
('raft,
 and a gra-
phic arts 
printer
 are shoun 
in-
specting
 
the 
latest
 
issues
 of 
the  
dampus
 magazine as 
it
 comes
 
off the presses. 
Winter  
quarter  
"Lyke" will hit 
the
 stands about 
campus tomorrow with 
a 
new 
contribution of jokes. cartoons, 
articles,  
and  well aimed  satire 
SJS
 
Symphonic  Band 
Acclaimed
 By 
Crowd  
By BOB SODEN 
-jag 
the 
solo 
and  
first
 clarinet 
sec -
number,
 
"Concer-
A crescendo
 of applause
 rocked 
' ' 
tine for 
Clarinet"
 
by 
Weber. 
...cr.... 
rim 
Ninrre:
 Dailey  
auditorium 
Time 
on 
college life. Editors 
promise
 
another high point in the stead-
ily rising popularity of Lycur-
pls.Photo
 by 
Jim 
Hasse.  
Long
-Winded
 
Science
 
Profs
 
atured
 
Features,
 
Saiire,  Jokes, 
Cartoons
 
Fill 
44
 page 
Winter Quarter 'Lyke' 
By BOB HAWKES 
Leading 
off 
with 
those  two rough looking
 characters 
on
 the 
cover,
 
caricatures  
of faculty members McCallum and Rhodes, the 
winter quarter 
edition
 of 
Lycurgus
 hit the  
stands  this morning. 
The 44
-page  
publication  can be 
described
 
as a 
typical 
college  
magazine. It sports 
many
 
bright  
features,
 
cartoons
 and quips, 
and 
the usual
 amount of material
 that 
could  come tinder 
the heading 
of "space
 fillers". 
Aero 
Frat
 To 
Ask  
Permission of 
CAA 
For 
Air 
Meet  Events 
Permission 
to
 hold dive bomb-
ing 
and paper cutting events at 
its second annual air meet May 15 
at Warm Springs airport will be 
requested of the Civil Aeronautics 
Authority by Alpha Eta Rho, 
aviation international honorary 
fraternity. 
Competition in 'barrier' land-
ngs, level
 bombing, and two 
types  
,,f
 
spot
 landing is planned.
 The 
!Japer cutting and dive bombing 
events
 will be held if CAA ap-
proval can be 
obtained.  
The 
meet is 
open
 to 
any 
student
 
tseulksterail at tam Jose, bitata (Mat 
ill holds a 
sole  license or one stt-
A 
If 
"Lyke's"
 joke 
columns  often
 
evoke chuckles 
of the polite type,'
 
art sometimes
 no laugh at all, but 
there 
are enough 
"goodies"  to 
keep the reader's 
interest.  
Overhulse
 Hits 
Jackpot
 
As for feature articles. Nlichal 
fherhulse's 
whimsical
 satire on 
the 
college's
 health facilities, 
but I've 
been  sick," will 
probably  
hit the jackpot with Lycurgus 
readers. "Track," a ski club epic 
by Alex Perry, is also outstand-
ing. 
It
 runs Miss
 
Overhubie's
 ef-
fort a close second in reading en-
joyment.  
The 
other feture and fiction 
contributions fo 
Lyeurgus are 
spotty  in humor 
and entertain-
ment,
 but 
are generally
 successful 
in achieving
 their ends. 
"Ah *owe alio)); describes 
the fashion
 section of 
"LAO".
 
Ati 
(Arnie  Telephoto) 
Soviet 
Ambassador 
Alexander  
Panyushkin (right),
 
accompanied  by 
an aide. arrp.es  
at State 
Department
 
in
 
Washington.
 D. 
C.,  where 
he 
was  ath..cd
 
by Secy.
 
of State Dean 
Acheson
 that 
Valentine  
Oubitche,,,
 So.. 
:et 
United Nations employe
 held on 
spy  charges, 
does 
nut  hae diplomatic
 
Immunity.  Acheson's 
action, in 
effect.
 
Russian
 request for the release
 of Gubitchev. 
Library
 Shows 
Shorthand
 History
 
Bids Deadline
 Here 
Commencing with the origin of 
writing the college library is cur-
rently
 exhibiting
 a history
 of 
shorthand. 
As early as 63 B.C. Plutarch 
used shorthand notes to report , 
the, conspiracy of Catiline. This 
system
 of shorthand was based on 
Greek capital letters. 
Other systems 
of 
shorthand
 
were 
gradnally  developed. 
In the 
17th century 
the 
famous 
diarist*,
 
Samuel Pepys, used tins 
Thomas
 
Shelton system.
 The Germans
 
have 
contributed  !several short-
hand 
systems, and,
 prior to 
the 
war, thousands of shorthand 
so-
cieties
 existed in 
that
 country. 
In the United 
States,
 John Rob-
ert 
Gregg  taught the first class
 
in 
shorthand 
in 
1893.  
Some of 
:the famous men who used short- i 
hand were John 
Wesley, founder , 
Engineering
 
students  have un-
til
 5:20 this 
afternoon
 to pur-
chase their 
bids to the Engineer-
ing society's 
banquet
-dance. Bids 
are available 
in the 
Engineering
 
laboratory on San 
Carlos street, 
George V. 
Cashman, 
publiciy  di-
rector,  said yesterday. 
Cashman 
said a few bids remain  
for the 
Monday
 night affair 
and  
all 
engineering majors
 are 
wel-
come to attend. The 
banquet -
dance will be held at the 
Calvary
 
Methodist 
church
 in Santa Clara.
 
The 
society 
is 
sponsoring  the 
function
 so that students within 
the 
Engineering department will 
have 
a chance 
to acquaint them-
selves
 
with
 one another, CaShman 
said.  
of the Methodist church; Thomas 
Jefferson. James Madison, Charles 
Dickens, 
and Benjamin Franklin. 
t Ay r CIA I. SI, 
Garden City's favor. 
Mrs. 
Estelle  
Ossoutilse4sjp,
 
ook
 entitled "Rau 
Joiseiritidi  
Cal-
fege--The
 
History
 ist 
all  Inspiring
 
Past,"  states
 that 
On Jose 
Was 
considered  
desirable  
"because  
of 
ts 
healthful
 climate,
 its 
accessi-
hiPty, 
its  suitable
 size and
 board-
.ng 
('onditions."  
The early 
school  in San 
Fran -
EngineerBanquet 
attendance
 was 
required
 for all 
casco
 was a 
part Iime 
affair, and
 
teachers  in the 
district.  
First  Structure 
Burns 
The first building 
of the college 
was 
completed  here in 1872 
at a 
I cost to the 
state of
 
$285,000.
 
Classes had already started, how-
ever, in July of 1871 in the base-
ment of the 
Horace Mann gram-
mar 
school.   
The original  college building 
burned on February 10, 1880, in a 
mysterious early morning fire. A 
drawing
 of this early structure is 
among the murals in the Coop. 
Until 
it
 could be replaced, San 
Jose State Normal
 school had to 
accept an offer from San Jose 
High school 
for the use 
of 
the 
high school's buildings. A later 
building was destroyed in the 
1906 
earthquake.
 
Since then, growth of the col-
lege around its present nucleus 
has been steady. 
'Wire  Detective'
 
Bo omen:Mos on  
Builder  
t 
4cme  
Telephoto)  
Robert
 Matusik, 
17, 
in 
Rock  
Island,  Ill., 
inspects 
th-
 wire recording 
machine
 set up 
by his 
father.
 
Joseph 
Matusik,
 44, 
who thought
 the 
recordings
 
woild prove  his 
wife,  Eve, 40, had been 
unfaithful.
 
Ins ' 
stead,
 the recorder took down
 evidence that 
Matusik
 
killed his wife and attempted
 
suicide.
 
II 
In W 
NNW  Inn 
By 
BOB 
BODE\  
A crescendo of 
applause  rocked 
Morris Dailey auditorium time 
after  time  
Sunday  
afternoon
 as a 
spirited  
audience 
gave  its ap-
proval
 to the 
Symphonic  
Band 
concert. 
Forrest 
Baird  
led the hand 
in 
a program of music which left 
the 
over -flow crowd
 of 
concert-
goers 
thrilled.  
Berlioz
 Symphony
 Unique 
The concert was unique
 in its 
. presentation
 of the  
second  and 
! 
third movements
 of "Grand 
Sym-
phony 
for 
Band"  a masterful work 
by Berlioz.
 These 
movements,
 the 
only 
two in 
this 
country,  
were  
presented
 for
 the first
 time
 in 
New 
'York recently. 
Its grand 
quality thundered
 through the 
!auditorium.  
! An outstanding trombone solo 
I was 
presented in the 
second  
move-
ment of the "Grand
 Symphony." 
S. Ross Bergantz showed form 
that brOught apdlause for his ex-
cellent rendition of a difficult 
passage.
 
Mr.. Baird injected a novel 
twist into the program by direct -
IOW
 w 
wow
 
wwur  
mow 
iing 
the solo 
and 
first 
clarinet
 sec-
7Wcifinfriellidto
 
number,
 
"Concer-
tina for Clarinet"
 
by 
Weber. 
Program
 
Sparkled  
It was 
difficult
 to single
 
out 
specific numbers
 as better than
 
others.
 The' entire 
program spar-
kled 
with the quality which 
comes  
from 
a well -drilled. 
finished  
group of 
musicians.
 
"Overture for 
Band" brought 
the 
concert' 
to a 
crashing 
finish
 
exemplifying
 a little-known 
side
 
of 
the 
master
 
liendeLsshon.
 "Or-
gan Fugue in 6 Minor" was an 
Interesting
 flight of the 
band,
 
the 
chase set to 
music.  
"Ode to A Midsummer 
Night's
 
Dream"
 by Mendelsshon
 
offered
 
a 
more  restful note 
while  
"Fer-
sent
 
is My 
Longing"
 
by 
Bach  
touched
 on 
the tone
 of 
sweet  
ro-
mance.
 
The 
only  criticism
 
that
 can
 be 
made 
is that the 
auditorium
 
should 
have been 
able
 to 
hold 
three
 
times
 as 
many 
persons.
 San 
Jose
 State's 
80
-piece  
band
 
turned  
in a .performance no less 
than
 
magnificent.
 
Student
 'Y' 
Chapel  
Group Hears
 
Pastor
 
Rev.
 N. Laurait,
 pastor of 
the  
San 
Jose 
Unitarian  
church,
 was 
guest 
speaker
 at the 
Student Y 
chap.?1 service 
recently, accord-
ing to Jack 
Kelly of the 
Student
 
Y. 
Laurait, a member of 
the 
Col-
lege 
Religious  conference,
 
spoke  
on "The Starting Point of 
Faith."  
The 
chapel
 services, 
held  
fre-
quently by 
the 
Student
 Y, are 
inter
-denominational  and 
all 
stu-
dents and faculty are invited. 
Bogosian
 
Authors  
Paper
 for 
AAUP  
Dr. 
Ezekiel
 
Bogosian,
 
assistant  
professor
 
of 
English, 
presented
 a 
paper 
on
 
academic  
freedom
 to the 
local 
chapter
 of the 
American
 
association
 
of 
University  
Profes-
sors at their meeting Friday. 
"The 
chapter was 
very
 favor-
ably
 
impressed  
with  
Dr.
 Bogo-
sian's
 report," Dr. Harrison F. 
Heath, 
AAUP president  
com-
mented.
 "We have asked 
him to 
mimeograph
 the paper 
so that we 
might
 all 
have
 a 
copy."
 
Dr. 
Heath
 
added 
that
 the or-
ganization
 has decided
 to continue
 
its discussion of academic free-
dom 
during 
the 
first  meeting of 
the spring 
quarter.  
Teachers
 Air 
Views 
On 'Gaps' 
Between
 
441 1 
, The  meet is Open to any student 
registered
 at San Joao finotts- who 
holds  a solo license or one su-
perior to 
it. 
/Men interested 
in entering 
should contact Mario Bonicelli, the 
meet manager, or inquire at the 
the aeeonauties laboratory on 
San  
Carloi street. 
':'314441& 
(Arnie
 
Telephoto,  
Senator
 
Harry  P. 
Cain 
(R..  
Wash.)  
takes a 
rest after
 
concluding  
his 
63.
-hour  
speech
 
opposing  the nom-
ination
 of 
Mon 
Wallgren  
to be 
chairman
 of 
the  
National
 
Security  
Resources
 Bowl.
 . In 
front of 
Senator
 Cairvis
 the 
extra  
pair
 of 
shoes  
he
 
brought  
along  to 
relieve
 
his sore feet. 
ORCHESTRA
 
WILL
 
PLAY
 
 
DowneS,
 will conduct 
The 
fraternity  also has 
an-
nounced that it plans
 to hold a 
barbecue
 
party .for members
 
at 
Alum Rock
 park 
immediately  
after  finals. 
Faculty  
Art
 Show 
Plans 
Underway 
Arrangements are being made 
by Marian Moreland 
of
 the Art 
department for the annual faculty 
art show to be held from 
April  
16 to 30, according to word re-
ceived from the Art office.
 
! The show will
 be open to all 
' 
faculty
 
members
 not in the 
Art 
!department. 
Oil paintings,
 water-
colors,
 black and white 
drawings,  
chalk 
drawings,  or 
block  prints 
1may be entered.  
Because of the
 
limited 
space 
for the show,
 Miss 
Moreland  
asks  
I that all
 entries 
be submitted
 by 
Dr.
 
Lyle
hing  
raining, Teac 
the San 
Jose _State 
college
 
sym-
 I 
April  10. 
Work should be 
given 
 
Teachers and teaching students 
phony
 
orchestra in 
a 
concert
 to- 
I -to 
Robert
 P. Strimpel in the 
Art 
will 
air their convictions on what 
sis 
1seminar
 office.
 
morrow 
evening
 at 
8:15.
 
constitutes
 "the gaps 
between 
teacher training
 and a teaching
 
career"
 at a meeting 
of the local 
California  Student
 Teachers asso-
ciation 
chapter
 Wednesday
 after-
noon.
 
According
 to Dick Bartels, 
CSTA 
president,  the panel
 discus-
sion 
"promises
 to be 
of vital 
in-
terest" 
to students 
contemplating
 
a career
 in education.
 It will 
be 
held 
in 
room A-1 
at 4 p.m. 
March
 
16. 
The discussion 
will be moder-
ated
 
by 
Kenneth 
Gass, teacher
 
training
 
student. Members of the 
panel
 are: 
Dr.  Henry 
Meckel  of 
the
 
Education
 faculty, who will 
outline
 what the
 college 
does for 
the
 
student;  
Mr. Hill, principal of 
the 
Campbell  secondary school, 
and 
Vinton
 Stratton,
 elementary 
school
 
principal,
 who will 
tell
 
what
 
is 
expected  
of
 a 
student
 
teacher.
 
Miss 
Dorian.  Baker, 
ex
-Spartan 
elementary teacher,
 will discuss 
the problems she 
has found as a 
new
 teacher:
 and Joe DeWitt, will 
review the student teacher's view-
point,  
Ministers 
Sent
 enced  
to 
Life
 
(Acme  
Rodio-Telephoto)
 
With 
guards 
seated
 
beside  
them,  
Baptist Minister
 
Nicola  
Naumov
 
(left) and
 
Methodist
 
Minister  Yanko Ivanov
 hear 
their  
sentences
 in 
Bulgaria's  
spy
 
trial  of Protestant 
Churchmen  in 
Sofia, 
Bulgaria.  
The two 
men 
were  
among four top defendants to 
receive  
sentences 
and  Blips Of 1,000,000 
let's  (about
 
$3750). 
ment,  but are 
generally
 successitu 
in achieving
 their ends. 
"Ah 
gay 
itititieliii31Ydaseribes  
the 
fashion
 section 
of "Lytte". 
This three page pictorial shows 
costumes,  and
 
models,
 
that
 
should  
appeal to Lycurgus readers, in one 
way
 or 
another.  
The 
models
 
were  
chosen from 
SJSC 
sororities,
 they 
are, Diana 
Morgan of Sigma -I-Kappa, C. J. 
Lighter and
 Betty Coty of.Kappa 
Alpha Theta,  
and Marge 
Supple  
and Janet Ives, of Delta 
Gamma.  
Tops in Cartoons 
Cartoons 
in the 
current
 
Lycur-
gus give a somewhat distorted. 
but strangly typical, glimpse ot 
campus
 life. 
Stan Bennett, who has done a 
clever two -Sege cartoon satire, 
appears
 to 
be "Lykes" top man 
when it comes to pen and Ink 
Ihumor,
 although Bob McKenzie 
also deserves credit for his ef-
forts.
 
Jim Veteran submitted the 
1winning entry in the Lycurgus 
lcartoon
 contest. His
 clever car-
toon will
 
be
 fohnd on page 
eight  
of
 the Magazide. 
It is obvious that the "Lyke"
 
staff has put  a 
lot 
of 
work  into 
this issue, and though
 there is 
always room for 
improvement, 
the 
current
 issue of Lycurgus 
ap-
pears to be a 
success. 
Cal 
Vet 
Expert
 
Visits  Tomorrow 
California, veterans will 
have 
an oportunity to see J. 
D.
 Mur-
chiso,
 
of 
'the Oakland office of 
Veterans Affairs 
about  any phase 
of the Cal Vet educational pro-
gram next Tuesdity, according to 
a Veterans office
 source. 
Murchison
 'will 
be in the Vet-
erans
 
office, 
room 32,
 
Tuesday,  
March 
15 
from
 9:30 am. 
to 12 
noon.
 
He 
has  promised to 
answer
 
any 
and all
 questiona about the 
program,
 tho
 
sour
 said. 
, 
Interviewer
 Hears
 
Job Applicants 
A 
respresentative  
from
 M On t - 
gomery 
Ward
 & Co. 
will 
be
 in 
the  
Placement
 
office  tomorrow morn-
ing, 
March 
15,
 to 
interview 
busi-
ness advertising
 majors interested 
in 
store 
management,
 
according
 
to Miss 
Doris 
Robinson.  
Miss 
Robinson  
said that 
inter-
ested 
persons
 should see 
her im-
mediately  
at the Placement
 
office.
 
The Executive Staff 
BOB BODEN 
DICK
 
141Jfe0 
Editor
 
1w41141::7f.
 
' 
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Editors
 
' 
Sob 
 t.on Kroicit 
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Chief
  
. 
.., lob Hoisey 
FIFIAlf
 Editor
  
.....c.   
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Speed 
Gedrig
 
Society
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 , .-......
  ............lofty
 Whitaker 
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Editor
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  Roger Freeberg, Royce Root 
A New Maturity 
Is Indicated 
Some students are under the impression
 that because 
there
 has been 
much discussionson 
the subject of discrimi-
Page
 2 
Editbilcil 
an
 
"FedititOrit
 
0 
San 
Jose  State
 
College
 Spartan
 
Daily Monday. 
March  14, 
1949'
 
nation
 at 
this
 college 
during  the past 
year
 
it follows
 
that 
discrimination is on the increase at San Jose State. 
This is not true. 
The 
disagreement  over a proposed 
non-discrimination
 
clause last 
year,  the
 recent
 
report
 of the 
College
 Life
 com-
mittee, 
and the 
discussion
 that has 
followed are 
indication, 
of a new
 maturity, a 
healthy
 new
 
desire
 
to
 remove th 
hush-hush taboos 
from certain 
controversial  subjects. 
When a 
group of 
individuals  are 
unwilling  to 
examine  
any particular
 area of their
 behavior 
objectively,
 it is fairly 
safe to assume
 that they 
are emotionally
 insecure 
.in  that 
area. A 
close  examination
 of our 
attitudes  on 
discrimina-
tion  can lead  
to a wholesome
 
determination
 to 
renounce 
whatever
 faults we may find. 
.Are Theses 
Necessary?  
A 
committee
 of San 
Jose
 State 
college
 professors
 has 
been 
appointed  to 
study  the 
recommendation  
that
 every 
upper division
 student write
 a thesis as 
part
 of his major
 
requirement. 
The suggestion
 is that the
 thesis would 
be considered
 
by 
the student's 
major  department
 and the 
English
 depart-
ment.  It would 
be
 judged on the 
basis of English
 compo-
sition only. 
"An 
average of 16 
per cent of the
 students are 
asked 
to write 
term papers." 
states the article 
in which the 
rec-
ommendation  was announced- 
The article
 also 
says
 that 
"an 
average of 36 
per  cent of the students
 wrote other
 
kinds
 of papers 
outside
 of class." 
These figures 
would  seem to show 
that a very large 
percentage -of San Jose State 
college 
students
 
never  
write
 a 
term paper,
 or any other kind. 
It
 is 
however, a case 
in
 
which figures have
 been juggled. 
- 
Apparently  these figures
 have been computed
 on the 
!wits
 
of how many classes in each department require
 
term
 
papers. They should be based on the percentage of 
intlivid-
ual.litildents who _write term papers. 
Every student on campus is 
already  required to write 
a teem paper in the 
lower  division. In order to graduate, 
students must pass English composition, in 
which  term 
Campus 
Organization
 Heads
 
Express 
miens
 
on
 
Disctiminatkm
 Report  
Spartans
 in 
Action 
Reverter
 Jensess,  
art major from Campbell, 
making a 
dress  
in the 
beginning 
Sophomore 
is 
They 
say that Reverlee and 
the other girls in the class keep 
each
 other in stitches. 
Tho 
Discrimination
 Is 
itinattent
 on 
Si 
Campus
 
By JEWEL 
SCHNEIDER
 
The College
 Life 
committee 
report  on prejudice
 
recently
 
printed
 
it the Spartan 
Daily has stimulated 
lively pro 
and con discussion by 
interested students and groups. 
Among  
these are 
the various religi-
ous organizations
 on 
campus,  
most  
of 
which  have taken a 
definite
 
stand
 
on the 
discrimination
 
issue. 
Joe Gaiske, Newman club pres-
SchoolhotiseReplica
 
Dtscutsed
 as 
June
 
Centennia[Feature
 
Construction
 of 
a 
replica  of a 
one
-room 
schoolboupe 
of
 yester-
year was 
under discussion at 
the  
Centennial 
.conunittee  meeting
 
Tuesday
 
afternoon  in 
88. 
The schoolhouse will 
be
 the tea -
tore 
of 
of the 
1.00  years of 
educa-
tion 
in California"
 ;theme 
of the 
Centennial
 
celebration  
June 1-4,
 
according  
to
 
Dr. 
William 
G. 
Sweeney,
 
education
 sub -commit-
tee 
chairman:  
Located
 in the 
motorcycle
 park-
ing 
area  at 
Fourth
 and San 
An-
tonio 
streets, the 
schoolhouse 
would be an  
exact 
reproduction
 
of
 the 
early  
California
 
structurtk.  
Other
 business
 included
 the 
pos-
sibility  
of
 
inviting  a 
weaker 
to 
address
 
the 
celebration  in 
place
 
of 
Governor
 
Warren,
 
who 
cannot  at-
tend 
because
 of 
pressure  of 
bus-
iness at 
that
 time. 
No 
speaker  .has 
been chosen
 as 
yet, 
according  
to Lowell
 C. Pratt,
 
acting  
Centennial
 
committee  
chairman. 
Next 
meeting 
of
 the 
committee  
will be held 
in 8.9 
Wednesday  aft-
ernoon,
 March 
23, at 2:30,
 accord-
ident, has summarized the position 
of his group by saying, "As 
a 
Catholic, I 
am against 
discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, religion, 
or creed. Every 
Catholic  is. 
"Nevertheless I feel that '!the
 
contention of the College Life 
committee that national fraterni-
ties 
with discriminatory clauses 
should not be ruled off campus is 
a sound one. I agree with the, 
committee that more can be ac-
complished if the local chapters 
work for the removal of such 
clauses
 by their national organi-
zations. 
"The nationals will not be 
swayed by those who choose to 
remain outside their scope. But 
they can 
be affected
 if 
those 
with-
in their organizations
 work 
to im-
prove them." 
Takes 
Opposite View 
Joe Arthur, president of Colleg-
iate Christian 
fellothip,  acIVO-
cates the opposite 
point. 
"No nationals with discrimina-
tory clauses should be allowed on  
campus," he said. "Of 
course,
 I   
The  
Spartan
 
Daily
 
 ,Pekilish41  *nary 
school
 
day  
by 
the 
Associated
 
Students
 of San 
Jose  
State 
.cello.e.
 
Entered
 as
 
second
 
class 
matter
 
April 
26, 
1934, at.Stn 
Jose, Cali -
fore.. 
under
 the 
ect.of  
March  
3, 
1879. 
. 
Offering
 full leased
 
wire
 
service
 
of
 
United  
Press.
 Acme 
Wirephoto
 
woke. 
Member,
 
Conking&
 
Newspaper
 
Publishers'
 
Association.
 
Make-up  
Edifore___Yera
 
Baker,
 
Elaine
 
James,
 
Frank 
Brown,  Phil 
Smith,  
Jack  
 Golden,
 
George
 
Stratton,
 
Roger  
Freeberg.
 
Press
 of the 
Globe 
Printing
 
Company,
 1445
 
South
 
First  
Street,
 S 
CoRfortlia.
 
an"fig-
jo 
ecurtpu
 
Calendar
 
Monday,
 
March
 
14
 
"Right 
You  Are." 
Lycurgus  
goes on 
sale. 
Student
 
Body 
Council;  
open,
 
Student
 
Union,  
4:30 
to 
6 
p.m.  
Engineering
 
Society  
Dinner,
 
Calvary Met!iinli.t
 
Church,
 closed.
 
Tau 
Delta
 
l'hi  
smoker,
 
Alum
 
Rock 
l'ark 
1.046.
 
closed,
 
7:30  
p.m. 
2 
Tuesday,
 
March
 15 
Symphony
 
Concert,  
Morris  
Dailey  
Auditorium,
 8:1-,
 
p.m.
 
A.W.S.
 
Dinner,
 
Student
 1 
*nion.
 5 
10 8 
1).111.  
Blue, 
key, Student 
Union.
 8 
to 10 p.m. 
Wednesday,
 
March  16 
"Cage 
of 
Nightingales.-  
unusual 
min ie 
series.  
Litt!,
 
Theater,  
8:15
 
p.m.  
 
Santa  Clara 
County  
Chapter,
 S.J.S.C..
 alumnae 
associ-
ation. 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday,
 March 17 
Student Recital,
 Student Union. 
8:15 to 9:30 p.m. 
"Box  and Cox." 
"The  Lovely 
Miracle.VP
 
and "Thr 
Boor," Studo Theater, 8:15 p.m. 
Friday,
 March
 18 
Studo Theater one,act
 plays. 8:15 p.m. 
Boxing. U. of 
Idaho  N -s. Sall Jose State. 
Men's  G. ym.
 
Alpha Chi 
Onicga pledge dance, 
Peninsula
 Con 
WU%
 
Club. 9 to 1 p.m. 
Social Affairs 
after boxing  match 
in Student Union. 
Social 
Affairs  committee.
 for members.
 only. 
.tiaturdav..March
 
19 
Studio Theater 
one -art 
:3:15
 
r.m.
 
Sundav. March 
20 
Blue key Movie, Morris Dailey.
 7:30 
to
 
10:30. 
p.m. 
realize 
that  such a ruling
 
would
 
athletic  contests was 
unanimously
 
not step discrimination. 
We
 
can-
 
commended 
by the 
four  
presi-
 
Kristovich
 
Says
 
dents. . Arthur stated their reac-
tion concisely 
by
 sayir7, 
-1VePoliceGracitmtes
 
net legislate
 attitudes. But 
the 
time has come 
to
 take a firm 
stand. If we 
believe a principle 
Monti
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The 
sweep
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190
 
toWhil
 
mores
 
blamir
 
caused
 
sport
 
i 
persist
 
their
 
Do 
the
 
f 
that
 
t 
the
 
t 
made 
t 
erly
 
the f 
sters
 
dance,
 
points. 
wins
 
pient 
sent
 
ed 
two 
The  
game 
the 
fi
 
collect
 
of 
this 
winnin 
ley bull 
Hurt 
Seastr
 
dance  
said
 
t 
The f 
100 
large
 
Tea 
liol 
As 
Girl 
room 
smorg 
noon
 
for 
th
 
. Ap 
tended 
served 
Maxi 
for _1 
Nonv
 
Mrs. 
stiff. 
_ 
Every
 student on campus is already 
required
 to write 
a ttient paper in the lower division.
 In order to graduate, 
students must pass English composition, in which term 
papers
 
are always 
assigned.
 
In addition, these figures
 overlook the fact that stu-
dents take 
courses  in many departments in which written 
exercises may be required. 
siVhat would be the purpose of having college authori-
ties discover that a student's English is poor after he has 
become a junior or senior? 
If
 the student has not grasped 
the 
fundamentals of grammar, spelling, and punctuation 
by that time, it is doubtful he ever 
will.  
The fact that so 
many
 students fail the English "A" 
examination 
is proof
 that the field 
of
 
English  
requires!  
attention. But the 
time 
to treat the 
problem  is not 
wheii!
 
an individual
 has almost been 
graduated.  
A far-sighted 
program  would seek to 
establish  a basic 
knowledge of 
English
 in students
 when they are
 in gram-
mar
 school. 
The 
pursue is 
immediate course 
for the college authorities to 
to attack 
the problem in sub -freshman 
and regu-
lar composition courses. 
VOLCANO
 
IN 
AC/IONThis
 
eruption  
of 
'Mount
 
Ngauruhoe,
 
tear
 
Auckland,
 New Zealand, was the atoat violent
 
recorded.
 
It 
afforded 
visiting  
scientists and 
geologists
 a  champ
 to study
 its 
action 
for 
two
 weeks. 
The visible 
lava
 
stream is 
the
 
-Bret ever
 
Men  
in 
that 
country
 and 
meastnes 2000 
yards  
from
 
the 
crater  
lip 
to
 the 
p!:. -t.
-t;, and is 
between
 100 and t,09 
yards 
wide.  
MOM 11SWAIGLI&OYVilil  VI 
I jI 1.G1 III IJI 0. 
1447114111111111111111  
Boveriee  Jenseo, 
Sophomore
 
art major from Campbell, is 
making a 
dress 
in the 
beginning  
clothing clash. 
They say 
that Beveriee
 
and 
the other girls in the class keep 
each ether in stitches. 
Photo by 
Hasse.  
rant anniii I ertmm t t    
athletic
  
contest
 
 
would
  J 
chairman.
 
Next 
meeting
 of the
 
committee
 
will 
be held 
in 
B8
 Wednesday
 aft-
ernoon,
 March 
23, at 
2:30, 
accord-
ing to 
Pratt. 
te 
Student
 
Locates
 
American Camel  
FossM
 
THRUST  
and  
PARRY
 
j Towel 
Research 
Dear  Thrust and 
Parry  and 
Mr. A. Connell
 Williamson: 
What's  the 
matter
 Mr. William-
son,
 did you get to 
the towel dis-
penser  just as 
the towels 
gave
 
out, or 
did  you get buried 
in one 
of the 
local  receptacles 
while 
searching
 for dry specimens
 to 
confirm 
your
 eccentric suspicions? 
Out of 13 
dispensers  in six 
men's 
lavatories,  one Botany lab., one 
Entomology
 lab., 
one 
Chemistry 
lab., and one Nature Study
 lab., 
I found not one 
making  any ref-
erence  whatsoever about
 the num-
ber of 
towels to be 
removed  or 
used. Is 
it that you 
are  the one 
who
 cannot read and 
construe  
"Roll  up-- -Down-- Pull 
Towell"
 to 
say
 "Use Only One 
Towel"?
 
I have some scruples and 
con-
sideration for the 
financial
 situa-
lion hereabouts; but
 I always use 
two towels to dry my hancLs. 
Pos-
sibly I do this 
because
 at some 
time I acquired the
 strange 
desire  
to get 
my
 hands 
dry  after 
wash-
ing! 
Let us 
have the 
small  size 
Daily  
back if 
maintaining
 this 
"king"  
we
 edition
 
necessitates
 the
 use 
of such :tripe. 
ASB 
6391. 
lifitleiiiites;
 Old Newt 
Deer 
Thrust 
and 
Parry:
 
We believe the 
new issue of the
 
Spartan
 
Daily
 does
 not
 
live
 up 
to 
its 
objective
 of being a 
newspaper.  
A 
newspaper  
should  give 
current  
news,  not
 post 
history.
 
Get
 
wise,  we 
aren't 
interested in 
what happened in the world in the 
Dist:
 
the 
present
 happenings
 are 
Mita  
we
 are 
interested
 in.
 For 
example, the picture of Odom. 
 It seems -1W the news and pic-
tures are from two days to a week 
oid. 
Also read 
some
 
view  joke 
books. The jokes in the paper 
were heard 'in 
grammar school. 
ASS 
5382, 5381, 
3935,  5311, 
5097,
 '5770, 5154; 5161, 4801. 
Remains
 Estimated
 
500,000
 Years
 Old 
By 
JAMES  
HAVES
 
Once upon a time- -probably 
half 
a million years 
ago-
 -an 
American  camel died on the edge 
of a tidal pool 
in what is- now 
Contra Costa county. 
The awkward ainmal, Cainelops-
Hesternum, may have been attack-
ed by a saber tooth tiger, or a 
wolf. His may have died,
 even 
in those 
brutal times, 
of
 uncom-
plicated
 old age. 
Whatever  the 
cause, he 
died and slipped
 into 
the 
pool.  
Recently, a 
San Jose State col-
lege
 student, climbing over 
this 
tidal
 pool, now 
uplifted 
and turn-
ed into a rocky ledge by geologic 
action, found 
Camelops' shoulder 
blade. 
The 
student 
was  Don  Koblick, 
junior business 
administration ma-
jor. He was on a Coalogy 51 field 
trip 
directed  by Mr. Norman Doll -
off, geology instructor. 
According to Mr. Dolloff, the
 
The Sparfan 
Examiner 
Dear Thrust and 
Parr: 
Thursday you ran a picture 
of
 
a bereaved mother, who was 
about to see her son die. 
If the Spartan
 Daily 
wishes
 
to 
emulate the Hearst publications it 
is achieving
 its purpose. If 
a 
larger
 
publication, means journalism of 
this type, perhaps we had
 best 
go back to the smaller edition. 
We question the 
value  
of 
such 
a picture. The picture of the
 
mother seems to serve 
no 
con-
structive purpose.  Pictures 
of
 
be-
reaved people in funeral  
homes
 
are not published. 
Why  is 
it 
nec-
essary 
to
 invade their  
privacy
 
elsewhere?
 
We 
are 
but  two who 
sign
 
this 
but 
we are
 certain 
that 
others
 
believe as we do.* 
Newspapers
 
must
 have ethics 
also.  
If
 pub-
lications
 
wish their "freedom
 
of 
the 
press"
 they 
must 
accept
 
the 
responsibility that goes with it. 
ASB  
2088,  
5256.  
class 
was 
investigating
 
geologic  
features  
and 
hunting  
for 
fossils  
near
 the 
small  
town
 of 
Rodeo.  
"We 
were  working
 on a beach
 
cliff,
 when 
Koblick 
found 
the 
fragile 
scapula,  
or
 shoulder
 blade, 
in 
association  
with fossil
 oyster 
shells," 
the 
instructor  
explained.
 
"It 
might 
have  
washed
 into.
 an 
ancient  
pool,  as 
modern  
cows  oc-
casionally  
die and 
slip 
into
 the 
ooze 
of
 the bay
 edge."
 
The bone, 
identified 
by
 Dr. Van-
derhoof, 
Stanford
 
paleontologist,
 
as 
being a
 
scapula
 from 
a Cam-
elops - 
Hesternus,  
is about
 ten 
inches long 
and five 
Inches wide.
 
Dark  grey 
in color,
 it is 
splintered  
at 
one  end. 
The other
 end 
plainly
 
shows  the 
shoulder  
socket.
 
"While
 not in 
the 'rare' 
class, 
the bones 
of 
this particular
 Pleis-
tocene  
animal
 are 
not  too 
fre-
quently
 found," 
Mr. 
Dolloff
 point-
ed 
out. 
The
 site 
of
 the 
discovery  
near  
Rodeo 
has been 
used for
 histor-
ical 
geology
 
field  trips by San 
Jose
 
State
 
college  and 
other 
schools
 on a 
number  of 
occasions.  
It 
is 
interesting  to 
geologists  be-
cause
 
of 
the wealth of material 
exposed
 
in the beach
 cliffs. 
Clans
 
members
 on the 
recent
 
trip found 
foull 
starfish,  
oysters,  
clams 
and 
many
 
other
 
marine  
forms. 
Strata, 
or 
exposed
 rock 
layers,
 
from
 
Mesozoic  time to the 
present 
are exposed 
in
 sequence 
--makiag
 
the 
site particularly 
useful
 
for  
field  
trips.
 
Camelops'
 
shoulder  blade, 
care-
fully
 
daubbed
 
with 
protective
 
shellack,
 now
 rests
 in room 
S-232,  
fat'
 
from
 its 
earlier
 
burial  place 
the  
uplifted  
tidal 
pool 
above 
a 
lonely
 
beach.  
'Speech'
 
Is Topic 
Of
 
State  
Visitor
 
Mrs.
 Mable 
Gifford,  
state
 con-
sultant
 In 
speech 
con-ection,
 will 
give a 
lecture 
on stuttering today 
at 4 
p.m.,  in 
room
 117, 
the Speech
 
department
 
has  
tumounced.  
She 
will  
speak
 before 
the 
advanced  
class
 in 
remedial
 
speech.
 
not stop discrimination. 
We
 can-
not 
legislate  attitudes.
 But the 
time has come
 to take a firm
 
stand. 
If we believe a principle 
is  
right,
 we
 should 
back it all the 
way."
 
Ed
 Klein, 
Hillel  president,
 com-
mented,
 "If we bar 
these nationals
 
from 
campus  it 
will  simply 
result 
in the
 formation
 of 
underground
 
fraternal  
organizations.
 If 
many  
of the
 locals 
throughout  
the  coun-
try protest
 against 
discriminatory
 
clauses  in the 
,national  
constitu-
tion,
 it will 
result  in the 
eventual 
removal
 of the 
clause.  It is 
al-
ways
 better to 
work  for improve-
ment
 from the 
inside."  
Agrees  
With  
Committee  
Student
 Y 
President  Bill 
Raver 
asserted, "The 
committee 
did  the 
only  thing
 possible
 in 
putting  
forth 
that
 
recommendation.
 It is 
unfortunate
 that 
discrimination
 
exists  in 
this
 world, 
but it does.
 
With 
college  
life
 set up 
as it 
is,  
it 
would  be 
undesirable  to 
bar na-
tional
 fraternities
 from the
 cam-
pus. Such 
a move 
would  not 
re-
move 
discrimination."
 
Raver  
emphasized  
that  in 
an
 
organization
 as large
 and 
complex
 
as 
his, there 
is
 naturally 
some  
disagreement
 on such
 Issues. 
He
 
added, 
"I want to make 
it per-
fectly clear 
that this 
is
 only my 
opinion.  I know there 
are many 
Y members who disagree
 with 
me." 
The committee's 
position 
1141111L1111
-11.1J1. . i 
commended by the four 
dents. Arthur stated their 
tion concisely by sayirr., 
have no right 
who  
should
 
Other
 
to tell other 
schools 
to place on 
their 
not 
attempt 
teams.
 We 
to do 
so. 
schools 
have  no 
tight
 to 
tell 
us
 who can play 
on our tearls.
 
We 
should  
schedule
 
no
 ,games 
schools that
 try to 
dictate,
 
policy 
to 
us." 
Claim Little 
Discrimination 
The campus
 leaders 
agreed
 
ar-,
 
that there
 is very little 
disci)in-
ination. 
on this campus. 
Garske
 
observed,
 "I 
have
 
cone.  
across no 
evidence
 
of actual 
ea...-.
 
of 
discrimination
 
on this
 campus."
 
 Arthur
 averred,
 "In 
that re-
spect 
we are much
 better than
 
many 
other  
colleges.
 
There  is 
practically
 no 
discrimination
 
here."
 
Raver 
said,  
"San  Jose 
Statr
 
col-
lege 
has 
no
 
significent
 
amount
 of 
discrimination."
 
Klein 
testified,
 
"I 
have
 
never  
been
 
discriminated
 
against  
on 
this
 
campus,
 and I 
know
 
of 
no one
 in 
Hillel 
who 
has."  
"Men in 
general,
 
judge
 
more  
from 
appearances
 than
 from 
re-
ality. All 
men 
have
 
eyes,
 but few 
h 
on
 
Maacvheiavtheleli.
 
gift 
of 
Pre'
 s! 
Kristovich  
Says 
reac- 
 
"11e I Police 
Graduates
 
'Obtain
 
Good  
Jobs
 
Corrunenting
 
on 
emplojnIent
 
possibilities.
 for 
police  
school
 
graduates,
 
Instructor
 
Peter
 
Iris-
tovich
 
said  
recently.
 
"All 
men  
w'ho
 
have
 
left
 
the  
police
 school
 
with
 a 
keen
 
interest  in police 
work
 
are 
employed
 
as 
policemen
 
today,'
 
Mr. Krsitovich
 
pointed
 out 
,that 
although  
police 
school
 
alumni
 
been
 
trained
 
expressly
 for 
pollee 
work,
 there 
are 
several
 who 
ha\ , stepped into 
responsible
 
111  
othcr
 
f 
iehis.  
He 
Cited  
t . . llf men who 
have
 gone 
on 
1P-cetne
 lawyers.  
one 
who is 
an 
ir,,,ct  exterminator,
 and an-
oth ! Kr, 
managing  
a string 
of
 (nu.; 
Sacramento.  
c,rt
 K 
rist ovich  
told 
of 
other
 
police 
school  
graduates 
who
 
are 
salesmen and
 Army 
and 
Navy  
ot 
firers.  
Ile 
singled
 out 
Elmer  
Smith, 
%%to
 is 
co-pilot  
on 
President  
Truman's
 . 
presidential
 
plane.
 the 
Independence.
 
"Those  
men 
who 
are 
not  
work-
ing in a police 
capacity."  
said
 Kris-
tovich,
 "accepted 
temporary
 
jobs
 
other than With 
the 
police  
and 
their 
training stood them
 in 
such
 
stead 
that promotions
 
came 
too 
rapidly
 for it to be 
profitable
 for 
penetration."  
them
 
to
 switch 
to
 
actual
 
police  
work."
 
Maybe
 
the
 
Driver  
Lives
 
on 
Canal
 
Street  
, 
(Acme Telephoto I 
A coincidence placed this truck from 
Sprit  
Lake,  
Ia..
 on
 
Erne-st
 in Missouri
 
Valley,
 Ia., 
when  flood 
waters
 from
 the Boyer River 
inundated
 the 
town.
 The 
driver  of the truck
 
failed  
to see the humor in 
the 
ta 
for =th 
Nom 
Mrs.'(st
 if 
hand. 
used a 
gasbor 
Mrs 
oacts: pe  
Thum 
are 111 
must I 
"I 
dents  
TOOM 
most 
what 
Th 
often  
dents 
Mrs. 
who 
spec 
ii
 
Ele 
To! 
Go 
HAN 
dollei
 
meet 
GoPlckk  
Aeroi  
Conti
 
saidF4
 
emlndst(
 
Go
 
infrersctrvve
 
It0,01t$4:
 
will 
empt 
onf 
efail  ice 
Do 
Th 
to tic
 
Ct la 
vious  
being 
nine
 
tient! 
their 
Ed
 
Port 
week  
With 
Was
 
1 
Man 
realize 
mat SUM) al nixing 
`. 
"^11.4,111111..
-----esesrsartevisieseversionsitieserwirs
 
SU%
 
Cali-
isphoici
 
Jed 
Josa,
 
44.0. 
1 
:30
 
to
 
lion4st
 
little
 
 
Mfoolay.
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Class
 
Of
 
'52
 
Sweeps
 
(lean 
In
 
Big
 Mixer  
; 
ilt
 
class
 
of 
'52 
made 
a clean 
p 
of 
yesterday's
 big 
Frosh-
mixer.  
The final
 score
 
was 
'0 0. 
,.!;le
 
the 
bewildered
 sopho-
are 
going
 
around 
campus
 
mu it 
all 
on the
 rain 
which 
the 
cancellation
 
of some 
.aling 
events,
 
the  
freshmen,
 
:1st in 
laughing  out 
loud at 
1. 
upper
 
classmen's 
dilemma.
 
I 
4.nald
 
P. 
Sevrens,  
adviser
 
for 
troli group,
 is
 of the 
belief
 
this
 
is 
the first 
time  
'one of 
 Iwo 
comp:sting 
classes
 has 
a 
clean  sweep of 
the guar-

 
affair.
 
During the 
fall term 
,,.
 Irish  
barely beat out 
the 
old -
attendance
 at 
the 
evening  
giving
 them the  winning 
nis.
 
By 
virtue of 
these two 
i. 
the 
freshman 
class is 
reci-
i  
II 
the  trophy 
which  
is pre-
- ntell
 
yearly
 to 
the  
winner
 
of 
,k.  ..iit of tjtree 
mixers.
 
The
 
(rush
 
won the basketball 
game 
by 
a 
margin
 
of 5 points; 
the
 
final 
%Icon- was 
23-18.
 They 
4(411411411
 50 points 
on 
the 
strength  
of 
this
 win, 
and  
20 
points each for 
winning
 
the  
badminton
 and 
vol-
leyball  
games.
 
Florence  
Winning
 
and 
Catherine
 
Seastrand.'
 
co-chairman
 
of 
the  
(lance
 
held  
in 
the 
Student  
Union.  
said 
the 
affair  
was  
well  
attended.
 
frosh 
picked
 
up
 
their  
final  
115)
 points here 
through
 their 
lar!ze 
attendance.  
Tea 
Room  
Hostesses
 
Hold 
Smorgasbord
 
As 
Winter
 
Project
 
Girls
 in 
Mrs.
 Fern 
WendL.,ci
 
1.00111, class 
held a 
Scandanavian  
smorgasbord.
 last 
Tuesday
 after-
noon 
as part of 
their class 
project 
for 
the  winter 
quarter.  
Approximately
 30 
persons
 at-
tended the affair: 
and 
heyleis
 
sered in 
Seandanaian 
costumes. 
Maxine Gilson. who was 
hostess 
for  the day, wore an authentic 
Norwegian costume loaned by 
Mrs. Otto Olsen of the cafeteria 
staff. 
Mrs.  Olsen also loaned 
the
 
WSSF
 
Committee
 
Meets
 
Monday
 
Nile
 
To
 
Plan
 
Next
 
Drive
 
The  
World
 
Student
 
Service
 
fund
 
steering
 
committee
 
will
 
hold
 
an
 
important
 
meeting
 
in 
room
 
24
 
at
 
7:30
 
tonight
 
to
 
discuss
 
organizational
 
plans
 
for
 
the
 
spring
 
quarter
 
drive,
 
Marsh
 
Pitman,
 
chairman,
 
said
 
Friday.
 
Steering
 
committee
 
members
 
include
 
the  
executive
 
committee
 
heads,
 
and all 
those  
students
 
who  
represent
 the
 
many  
clubs  
and
 
or-
ganizations
 
on 
campus.
 
Pitman
 
urges
 
all  
representatives
 
to 
attend
 
the  
steering
 
committee
 
meetings
 
from  
vow  
on, 
because, 
"they
 
will  
be 
in a 
position
 
to
 
bring  
back
 
to
 
their  
clubs
 
the 
best
 
spe-
cial
 
event
 
plans  
and
 
the
 
most  
complete
 
information
 
about
 
the 
aims
 and
 
definite
 
plans
 
of 
WSSF
 
on 
this
 
campus."  
The
 
executive
 
committee
 
in-
cludes
 
Pitman,
 
Alice  
Samson.
 
vice-chairman;
 
Barbara
 
Barr,
 
special
 
events
 
chairman:
 
Barney  
Schussel,
 canvassers
 
chairman,
 
and 
Helen 
Davis,  
publicity
 
chair-
man.
 
Harvard
 
Men  
Premier
 
Own  
Silent 
Film 
CAMBRIDGE,
 Mass. (UP)A 
group of Harvard students,
 re-
belling against 
the Hollywood 
movie fare presented the world 
premier recently of their own 
film.
 
The 80 -minute silent picture, 
starring  a pair of undergraduates
 
identified  
only
 as X 
and  2, was 
two years
 in 
the  
making.
 
The 
heroine,
 who 
bestows a 
single  swift kiss on 
the hero in 
the course of some
 
3000 
feet  of 
film,
 is 
similarly anonymous. She 
is 
known  as 6. 
Titled, "The 
Touch 
of 
the 
Times," the 
picture represedts 
the pooled 
cinematic  
efforts 
of 54 
Iiarvard students 
plus a few 
stage-et
 
nick 
Radcliffe
 
college 
girls  and 
some  
characters
 picked
 
up off the 
streets
 for
 local 
color.
 
The 
group
 
goes 
by
 the name of 
Ivy films. 
The 
company 
was 
founded
 by 
wir 
mac 
T 09
 of
 We.11 - 
/401:TNUID  
PIOTESTFarmers  ride 
horseback  
through
 
famed
 
Piccadilly,
 in 
London,
 
England, 
in 
protest
 
against
 
the 
proposed
 
Pro-
tection of Animals 
Bill. 
The measure, which 
would  
have
 
banned
 their hunting
 
rights:
 
later
 came
 
up
 
for  
a 
vote  
in 
Parliament
 
and 
was 
defeated.
 Cruelty
 to 
animals,  
and 
a 
campaign  
against
 it,
 was 
the 
basis  
for 
the  
proposal.
 
State 
Technicians  
Hold 
Job 
Talks  Here  
For 
Welfare  
Work  
Two
 personnel
 technicians from 
the state
 department of Social 
Welfare 
visited
 San Jose State 
college Wednesday
 to interview 
persons interested in jobs with 
that 
department.
 The 
technicians,  
Herbert 
Lyser and Donald 
Clark,
 
talked
 
with more than 15 stu-
dents
 on job possibilities
 in Cali-
fornia's 48 merit 
system counties. 
Lyser 
explained  that 
for jobs 
as 
public assistance
 
'workers 
grade I 
or
 
H.
 
an applicant
 must 
have 
completed 
at least 
three 
years 
of 
.college. "However,"
 Ly-
ser continued,
 "we always 
urge  
three  
year
 
students
 to 
go ahead
 
and get 
their  
degree
 when it is 
California
 C 
of
 C 
\Writes
 to 
Squash
 
ugly: 
Rain
 
Rumors  
By 
WALTER 
The
 California
 
Commerce has 
newspaper in 
regard 
rumors 
running 
rife  
WENZEL 
Chamber
 
the 
recent 
of
 
this
 
to the
 ugly 
because  of 
precipitation
 at Wash -
written 
to 
ington 
Square.
 
The C of 
C hastens to 
explain 
that 
it DOES 
NOT RAIN
 IN 
CALIFORNIA!
  the tide 
just 
comes
 in five 
miles  further. 
If anyone
 should 
allude  to the 
"rain" 
that we've been having, it 
is the 
duty 
of
 every true Cali-
fornian
 to shrug the suggestion 
off' by mumbling something about 
"a little
 dew."
 
Come to 
think 
about  
it
 
my 
7-ectives
 
Cr
 
By UNITED PRESS
 
HOLLYWOOD.Let
 Hollywood keep 
on 
glorifying  
its 
e "priva  
eye" 
heroes,  
an expert 
on such things declared
 today,
 and
 a wort
 
be 
long  
before
 every 
police 
detective
 in the country
 will be 
cringi  g 
under
 the 
sneers  
of 
movie
-going kids. 
"Hollywood
 privet
 eyes, are a bunch of 
phonies,"
 
sniffs
 
writ
 r 
HOLLYWOODLet
 
Hollyw
 
keep on glorifying 
its 
"private 
eye" 
heroes, 
an 
expert
 on 
sn h 
things 
declared 
today,
 and
 it 
won't be long before
 
every  
police  
detective
 in 
the country will be 
cringing
 
under  the 
sneers 
of 
movie
-going 
kids. 
"Hollywood
 
'private 
eyes,  
arcj 
a 
bunch
 of 
phonies,"  
sniffs 
wri  er 
Malvin
 Wald. 
"They 
solve  i 
s-
sible 
crimes, 
pin down
 
murder
 rs 
with  
one
 
firfgerprint,
 
and w 
te 
eight 
reels  
making
 policemen
 kok 
like 
bums.  
Wald 
qualifies
 as an expert
 
Ion
 
detectives  
and 
such. 
Out  of 
kil
 
this
 came 
pictures  like 
""'he 
Naked 
City."  which put him 
up 
there
 for an 
"oscar"  for 
the bst 
original 
screenplay of the 
year.
 
He's 
fast getting a 
reputat
 on 
as tops 
in the 
"semi
-document
-
Clothing  
Colledors
 
End
 
Dthe
 
Thesday
 
Night  with
 
Supper  
Clothing  
collected  
for
 =an Eng-
lish  
children's
 
home
 as 
part of 
the AWS 
service project 
for this 
quarter 
may  
be
 
brought  by 
upper  
division  
students to 
the 
Dean of 
Women's  
office 
or 
to 
the
 AWS 
lounge
 by 
lower
 division 
students
 
anytime
 
until 
tomorrow,
 
accord-
ing 
to
 
Carolyn 
Hackman,
 
presid-
ing
 officer
 at 
the 
regular  
Wed-
nesday  
meeting.
 
The 
drive,  
which  is 
on a 
com-
petitive basis 
will  
end Tuesday 
evening  
at
 5 when 
the 
clothes
 will
 
be 
packed.
 
The meeting,
 to be held 
in 
the 
Student
 
Union,  will 
be 
followed
 
by
 a pot luck 
dinner at 
which  the 
division 
bringing  the 
most  contri-
butions
 will be 
served 
by the 
losers.
 Both Angie
 Panelli, 
upper 
divison 
chairman.  and 
Marilyn  
Russell,
 lower 
division  
chairman,  
urged
 their 
members 
to contri-
bute all 
clothing or 
small  luxuries 
that they 
possibly can. 
Entertainment
 will be provided 
at the
 
dinner,
 which will 
conclude  
AWS activities
 for this quarter. A 
charge
 
of 35 cents will 
be
 made. 
There
 will be no meeting next 
Wednesday 
afternoon.
 
Reservation  
Fee 
 
For Cal Ski Lodge 
ary" 
field.
 He's also 
plenty  bur 
up 
at 
the reputation
 policem 
are  
getting
 from 
the 
movies.  
(,
 
his). 
ed
 
en
 
bt
 
Cops Lose Face 
"Every 
detective I 
ever
 tallied 
to tells 
me 
the same
 thing," 
Wild 
says.  
"His
 kids 
ask 
him  
why
 c 't 
he 
solve  
crimes
 like 
Dick 
Po
 ell 
or 
Humphrey
 Bogart
 or 
Spade.
 They think 
their
 old
 
njen 
are dopes." 
The truth
 is, he added,
 th re 
isn't a 
"private  
eye" in 
the co n
-
try 
who  could solve 
a 
murder t at 
had 
the  cops 
stumped.  
"Look
 what 
t hese 
mos  es 
phonies 
do,"  he 
scoffed.  
"Dash
 to 
lite 
scene of the 
crime,
 pick up
 
le 
smoking
 gun, 
wrap
 it in 
ban  r -
chiefs, 
-Land
 stick 
ft in 
th 
ir 
- 
pockets.  
"No 
well -trained
 police 
d 
would  pull 
a stunt
 like 
that.  
Spartan Ski club 
members  tak-
ing the between -sessions 
trip to 
Cal Lodge must make full pay-
ment for reservations at tomor-
Y/ 
the time
 he 
got to 
headquart
 rd 
there  
wouldn't  be 
an un-smud
 d 
print on the 
gat.
 
What  
they
 
do
 
is loop 
a
 
through 
the 
t 
g- 
ger guard and 
nail  the gun 
tvveen
 two
 boards." 
The 
way these
 movie 
"priv te 
' i hinn a 
lung.. tar 1.111.111.1  REW  rfflin I 111.11nr, I  ...ern, sA.  r  c Ines aNLAs "mew - eiAraersna 'CD 
L 
oyrnent 
school
 
Kris -
11 
men  
school 
police
 
!icemen
 
t 
that
 
alumni
 
sly for 
al 
who  
nsible
 
e 
cited
 
*e 
-gone
 
who 
is
 
nd 
an
-
string
 
nt o. 
old
 
of'  
es
 
whoP 
Navy
 
Elmer
 
ilot
 
on
 
idential
 
t 
work-
14
jobs 
ce 
and
 
in 
such
 
e 
too  
ble 
for
 
1 
police  
I 
for the 
day,  vore an 
authentic  
up 
off  the streets
 for local color. 
s
  
Norwegian
 costume loaned
 by 
The group goes by the name of 
Mrs. Otto 
Olsen of the
 cafeteria 
Ivy 
films.
 
staff. 
Mrs.  Olsen also loaned the
 
hand - wosen robes which were 
used as decorations for the smor-
gasbord 
table. 
Mr.. 
Wendt  said that every
 girl 
acts as 
a hostess on 
Tuesday and 
Thursday, when 
the tea 
room 
is 
.opened 
to the public. 
The 
meals 
are 
90 cents, and 
reservations
 
must be made in advance.
 
"I 
had hoped 
that more 
stu-
dents  would patronize 
the tea 
room".
 she said, 
"since  
we are 
most 
anxious to 
have them
 see 
what
 our 
work
 is 
like." 
The tea 
room class will
 not be 
offered
 to home 
economics  stu-
dents 
until  next winter 
quarter,  
Mrs. 
Wendt  
explained,
 
when
 those 
who
 
sign for the
 
course  
will plan 
,pecial 
projects again. 
'Golden 
Aero' Holds 
Election  Meeting 
Tomorrow
 
Evening  
Golden Aero. Inc., the newest 
Hying club on the San 
Jose 
State 
college
 campus, held its 
second
 
meeting
 
recently in 
room 13. 
Plans
 
are 
under  
way for the 
Golden
 Aeros to buy a 
tandem
 
Aeronca
 with a 65 
horse -power 
Continental
 engine, 
according to 
James
 D. Ross, club 
adviser. 6 
"For 
anyone 
who  wants to fly," 
Mr.
 Ross, "there 
isn't
 a more 
luonomical way
 than joining
 the 
Golden
 
Aeros.  
We figure 
that 
a 
person
 
can get
 
his 
private
 
ticket 
in 
two
 
or
 three 
months
 at half the 
riyt
 he 
would  need to pay
 
corn
-
Initiation
 fees,  he 
said,  
amount  
io 
MO
 and dual 
instruction 
costs 
will be about $3 an hour.
 
Ross
 
emphasized
 
that
 there 
were
 a 
few 
vacanices
 left. 
Anyone
 
who 
would
 
like to join may 
put 
his 
name 
on
 the list in Mr.
 Ross' 
oft
 
ice.
 
Alpha
 
Phi Omega
 
Donates
 
Radios
 
Three
 
new  
radios  were 
donated
 
ti
 
the
 
Health
 Cottage by A. Phi 
11
 last 
veek,
 and the three
 pre-
\ 
iously
 
donated 
by A 
Phi  0 
are 
Icing
 
repaired,
 so 
at 
the  begin-
ning
 
of
 
Spring  Quarter,
 the pa-
tients
 
in
 
the
 
cottage
 will 
have  
six 
radios
 
to
 
relieve
 the 
monotony
 of 
their
 
recovery
 
period.
 
Ed  
Burnham,
 
continuing 
his 
re-
port
 
of
 
A 
Phi
 O's 
meeting
 
last
 
week,
 
stated
 
that
 Dick 
Luziak,  
With
 
the  
assistance
 of Vern 
Baker,  
%%as 
appointed
 
Sperdi
 Cras
 chair-
man
 
!or
 
the
 
organization.  
The company was founded by 
William L. Alden, 22. of Welles-
ley. He and his associates gave 
their 
all to the 
picture, including 
their 
blood. 
Sold 
Blood 
for Film 
They sold blood at $25 a pint 
for money to buy 
film.  
To make the film they also had 
to dodge 
Boston policemen
 
who 
chased them off 
Beacon  hill al-
most 
every time they set up 
their 
cameras.  They spent 
three
 nights 
in a subway 
car  to shoot one 
scene.
 
The film plot is a mite confus-
ing to the 
uninitiated
 
spectator,
 
but
 Alden 
described 
It
 as a comic 
fantasy with 
a story 
that gees 
something like
 
this: 
"X works in 
a factory. He has 
a girl friend
 
named Y. 
He
 takes 
up 
kite
-flying
 as 
an escape
 from 
his 
humdrum
 
life. It 
spreads to 
be 
a 
national
 
craze.
 
Factory
 pro-
duction  halts while 
the 
workers 
quit to fly their
 
kites. X 
gets fired 
as a 
troublemaker.
 Y 
leaves 
him 
for 
the 
lure 
of his 
'boss  limou-
sine.  
Then  the 
bosses  negotiate a 
contract
 
stipuating  that every-
one 
flies  his 
kite
 at the same 
height.
 
People
 
stop chasing each 
other.
 
Curtain."
 
Cost $1400
 to 
Make  
"Touch 
of
 the 
Times"
 
cost 
the 
Ivy
 
films 
boys  
$1400,
 
including a 
mile of film 
wasted  because of in-
experience.  
It 
won't  
win  any Oscar. 
But said 
Alden,
 "so much
 
traib  
is 
coming  
out 
of Hollywood
 
these
 
days 
we 
felt  
that if a few artistic 
movies could
 
be
 
made,
 
maybe
 Peo-
ple would
 
demand  a change." 
Alden
 
said  he 
and his 
friends
 
sank
 
most of their 
savings
 ill um 
venture.  
But 
they hope to get 
their  
money  
backand
 more 
ts 
from
 
showing
 "Touch 
of
 the 
Times"
 to 
college
 drama groups 
around
 
the 
country.  Darting's/eh, 
Yale 
and 
Smith 
college already 
have
 
booked  it. 
Alden 
also hinted,
 hopefully,
 at 
possible
 
deals  
with  a 
television
 
network
 
and an 
American 
film 
exporter.
 
Positions
 
Open,
 
Robinson
 
Avers  
A 
position
 
as 
lunch'  room man-
ager
 
and
 
a 
stenographer's
 job 
are
 
two
 
openings
 the 
Placement
 
office
 
is 
now 
offering.
 Miss 
Doris  
K.
 
Robinson,
 
director  of 
place-
ment.
 
said 
Friday.
 
The
 
manager's
 
job 
is 
five 
days
 
a 
week.
 
Qualifications  for the 
stenographer's
 
position
 are 
19
 to 
21 
years
 
old,
 
five  
and a half 
days
 
a 
week,
 
pay
 starts at 
$35  a 
week.  
nave 
COMplelefa 
al leaSL lnree 
years of .college.
 
"However,"
 Ly-
ser continued, "we 
always urge 
three
 
year students
 to go 
ahead 
and get their 
degree 
when  it is 
possible."
 
For students who 
did not 
meet  
the two personnel men, 
it
 is 
pos-
sible to obtain 
job application 
blanks
 in the Placement 
office,  or 
by 
writing
 to the state depart -
men 
of Social Welfare,
 616 K 
street, Sacramento,
 Calif. The
 
local state welfare 
office is lo-
cated 
at 108 W. St. James street. 
Classified
 
Ads  
FOR 
RENT 
ROOMS: 
With kitchen privil-
eges for Christian girls. $22.50 
per month, 105 S. 
11th.
 Bal. 6924. 
WEN:
 
Block and half from 
campus,
 with kitchen privileges,
 
$25, without, $17.50. 468 S. Sixth. 
ROOM: For college man. 357 S. 
13th.  
-LOST
 
PLEASE: 
Return
 rny psych 
book, Case 
Study to the 
Informa-
tion office I need
 it to pass the 
course.  
Thank you I3everley Etter. 
MIRCELLATIZOUS
 
GUYS AND GIRLS: Term re-
ports, etc., 
typed,  promptly and 
accurately.
 128 
Pierce  avenue 
or 
Bal.
 6749-J,  
WILL TRADE: 
1931
 
Model
 A 
Ford, 
Tudor convertible
 
sedan,  
for 45 or 610HV, H -D 
motorcycle.
 
Col. 5845-J.
 
Will 
young 
man
 
who  took my 
wallet
 
in gym 
Wed.
 9. 
please 
,Pe-
turn wallet
 and 
papers_to
 Coop 
box "C" or 128
 E. St. 
Jamas.  
Announcements
 
IfIss 
-4""Sainr 
44.   
40 
41160
-*4,  
'111t 
BETTER 
LIVINGUnlike
 his 
father,
 this 
farmer,
 who 
lives 
near
 
Seoul,  in
 Korea, 
an purchase
 the 
soil he 
tills.  New 
government
-
sponsored
 land 
reforms
 permit such men 
to buy 
their  
land  
for 
three 
times the 
annual
 
production
 of 
its 
principal
 
crop.
 
(Acme
 
photo by 
Richard 
C.
 
Ferguson,  Staff 
Correspondent.)
 
Theme for 
Annual
 
Engwicht
 
Invited
 
Swim 
Spectacle
 
To 
Deliver 
Talks 
"Water  Carousel" has 
been  
Harry
 Engwieht, radio
 
profes-
chosen as the title for the annual 
sor, 
recently was 
invited
 
to
 give 
swim show which will 
have
 a ; 
a 
series
 of 
lectures
 on 
radio  fun -
circus theme, according to Miss 
darnentals
 to 
the  
Amateur
 
Radio  
Mary Hooton, director. 
liclubofPalo
 
Alto  
by the 
club  
The practice schedule for to - 
president.
 
night is as follows: 7 o'clock, 
; The
 invitation 
came, according
 
Three 
Ring
 number; 
7:30, 
Little; 
to 
a 
Science 
department  
source.
 
Kid number; 8 o'clock, Flashlight 
as a 
result  of a 
talk on 
class "C" 
number; 8:30, Tiger number;
 
9 
' 
amplifiers
 
made by 
Mr.  
Engwicht
 
o'clock, 
Comedy; 9:30, Seals.
 All
 
I 
last  
week,  
swimmers
 are asked
 to be prompt
 
I 
Club
 officials were 
impressed
 
for 
rehearsal.
 
;with his 
"non-technic.al  explana-
Motion 
pictures 
will
 be taken
 
tion of radio 
theory"
 and 
decided 
of 
the  
show  this year, and 
some
 
, 
that a series of talks
 on 
basic 
of the 
acts
 will 
be
 repeated
 
during
 
I 
communications
 problems
 
wOuld  
Centennial
 
week. Tentative  
plans 
of value to 
the 
club,  
mainly
 
Include
 
production  
of "Water 
Ca- 
is,titilido to.
 
students
 
businessmen 
from 
r 
rouse 
at 
Hamilton  field. 
"30" 
CLUB:
 
Meets
 tomorrow in 
B 94 
at 
7:30
 p.m.
 
SOJOURNER'S
 
CLUB:
 Meets
 
in 
front
 of 
Student
 
Union at 6:30 
tomorrow
 
night.
 
All Mason's  in-
vited  
on 
trip to 
visit 
the 
San Car-
los
 
Lodge.
 
ETA  
MU 
PI: 
Meets  
in 
room  
tomorrow
 at 
2:30 
p.m.  
SWIM 
CLUB: 
Meets  
tonight
 
at   
the 
pool.  All swim show 
cast
 
mem-
bers 
mast iuTive 
promptly
 
for 
their
 
numbers:
 7 p.m. 
three 
.ring
 
number.
 7:30 
kiddies
 
number,
 8 
p.m. 
flashlight
 number. 
8730 
tiger  ' 
r 
number,
 9 
p.m. 
comedy
 
-number,
 
9:30 seal number. 
BIGGEST
 
CUP OF 
COFFEE -
114 
TOWN 
NORD'S
 oy 
NORD'S.
 
IDS East Sail'
 Fernando 
A 
PENNY 
SAVED   A 
PENNY 
EARNED  
Golden West 
Dry 
Cleaners  
Buttons
 rwed onRips and tears
 
repaired  
Close to College 
Close  to town 
  EIGHT 
CONVENIENT
 
LOCATIONS    
275 E William 
1199 
Franklin
 - Santa Clara 
25-29 S.  Third 
Street
 Main 
Plant
 Ballard 60 
332 E.
 
Santa Clara St. 231 Willow 
24th 
and Santa
 Clara St. 
1335 
Lincoln
 
1740 
Park
 Ave. 
Golfers. 
Attention!  
Golf any day of th 
week 
incept
 
Sat. arid San. 
Clubs and 
golf 
balls
 can be 
'rented  for filk 
a day. 
Green
 fee $4 month 
with
 ASB 
card. 
ENTITLES  YOU 
TO ONE 
FREE GOLF
 LESSON. 
Campus 
rep. Donny 
Carmichael
 
Hillview
 
Golf 
Course
 
Tully 
Road
 Ballard
 6800 
You  Get 
SERVICE 
and you 
Save 
4c
 Per Gale
 
at the 
$AAVON  
SERVICE 
STATION
 
4th and 
William St. 
fornian to shrug the 
suggestion  
off
 
by mumbling 
something 
about  
"a little 
dew."  
Come to think
 about it, my 
uncle 
stepped
 off the front  
porch  
this 
morning
 
without his 
Inner 
tube,  and  their dragging
 the 
"dew" for him 
now.
 
HoWever,
 don't let
 any dour 
pessimist  smirtch 
the reputation 
of our 
fair,  balmy, 
beautiful,  Cali-
fornia- it's
 not 
rain,  it's 
liquid'  
sunshine!  
Comptroller 
Talks  
To 
Accounting  
Frat 
Mr.  E. 
S.
 
Thompson,
 
Comp-
troller 
of
 San Jose 
State college,
 
was the 
guest  speaker at
 the re-
cent 
meeting  of Alpha 
Eta Sigma, 
honorary  accounting 
fraternity.
 
The topic 
of
 Mr. Thompson's
 
discussion 
was "Control 
of Col-
lege 
Finances
 from 
Sacramento"  
He 
explained  the 
processes
 
and  
channels  
through
 
which the 
year-
ly 
budget
 
must
 
pass before 
the 
college's
 appropriation
 is 
finally  
approved.'
 
A 
period 
of
 questions
 and 
gen-
eral 
discussion  
followed 
Mr. 
Thompson's
 address.
 He 
explain-
ed
 many
 
details
 and 
problems
 
which  
his  office
 faces.
 
Office Sends
 For 
Transfer
 
Students  
Engineering
 
transfer
 
students
 
who  plan 
to complete
 their 
studies 
at
 the 
University  
of 
California  
should 
fill out 
application  
blanks 
with 
Lillian  E. 
Scott,  assistant
 
registrar,  
in
 the office
 of Dean 
of 
General 
Education,
 it was 
an-
nounced  
Friday.
 
Transfer 
students  in 
engineer-
ing 
should  also sign for
 entrance 
examinations  to -be 
given at Cali-
fornia,
 the 
assistant  
registrar
 
stated.
 
Whom you think 
of  drugstore, j 
LaS 
think
 of Joe Coll.,
 ex -Spartan.
 
EASTS!DE  
PHARMACY
 
16th i 
and 
Santa  
Clara  Sts. 
Free
 
Distiwary
 
Sinerti 234 
Pay -As -You -Go
 Checks
 
There's
 no 
minimum  1?al-
ence required,
 no monthly 
service
 charge. You 
mere
 
ly buy ten blank 
checks 
for $1.00, use them 
like
 a a 
any 
othisr 
checks,
 and 
wues.seemue
 
when tIsaylre 
gone, you
 
buy  ton more. 
 
The
 
First 
Notional
 Bank 
of
 San 
Jose  
partan  JK1 cm° 
memoers
 
caus-
ing the 
between -sessions trip 
to 
Cal 
Lodge must
 make full 
pay-
ment 
for 
reservations
 at 
tomor-
row night's
 meeting 
or be 
drop-
ped  from the list, 
according to 
Miss Althea 
Floyd,  reservations 
chairman.
 The 
meeting
 will 
be 
held tomorrow, 
March 15, at 7:30 
p.m.  in room 
S-112.  
Miss 
Floyd reported that 
33 
women and 30 men 
have  signed to 
go on the trip. Reservations
 are 
available for three 
more  women 
and 26 more men. Interested per-
sons may sign to fill the vacancies 
at the meeting. 
The outing 
will  extend from 
March 27 to April 1, but members 
may stay for any part of the five-
day period. Transportation to the 
lodge is up to the individual mem-
ber, Miss Floyd said. 
I i k 
HERE'S
 
LATEST 
BING 
CROSBY
 
So In Love 
i., 
BLUE
 
BARRON  
Cruising
 
k 
SAMMY KAYE
 
k 
Careless  
pi GUY 
LOMBARDO  
, Down
 By 
BLUE 
BARRN  
Powder 
Your  
\ RED FOLEY 
Candy Kisses 
SEE OUR 
/ 
NEWBF.RRY'S
 
Record  
1st 
tHE 
Dgwn The 
River 
Hands 
The 
Station
 
Face With Sunshine 
ASSORTMENT 
OF ALBUMS 
Dept. 
and San Carlos 
ROLL -FILM 
Developing and 
Printing
 
6 -hour service ,. . . 25c 
per  roll 
B&B
 Photo
 Studio
 
340 E Santa Cara 
, 
1 
See    
, 
IF YOU CAN 
4 
MATCH 
THIS . 
$103
 
Tax 
i 
Included 
for 
 
Salad  
 Ice 
Cream 
 
Soup 
 
Coffee
 
i 
 
Club  
Steak
 , 
Traveler's
 
Cafe  1 
Corner
 of 
4TH
 AND 
JACKSON
 
is loop a 
string through 
the  te g-
, ger guard and nail the gun be-
tween
 
two boards." 
The way these movie "priv te 
, eyes"
 shoot 
it 
out
 gives 
him a 
I laugh,
 too. 
Heroes 
Couldn't 
Hit Barn 
"They fire 
standing
 up," W ld 
says. "All they'd hit that 
ay
 
would be street lamps or clouds. 
Policemen 
shoot from 
a 
crouch-
ing position with their antis 
straight out. No movie dick ever 
bothers to get-a 
bead on the Vil-
lain. Just whips out his gun and 
goes 'bang, 
bang!'" 
And 
what private deteetiye, 
asks Wald, has WI those scieeiti-
fic gadgets the cops use? Like 
spectroscopes. for instance. 
'fingerprinting'
 all 
Every object of 
nature
 
hum
 
ts 
a 
sort of
 
'fingerprinting' 
 
awn," Wald explained. 
"The spec-
troscope picks it up through
 
rays. It can match 
everything
 
from 
mud on a 
shoe
 to human 
to lipstick 
smears."
  
hitir  
Campui
 
6> . 
oiitp 
By
 
Connie
 Kay
 
WHOOPS! 
Sorry 
I didn 
meet
 you here Fridero. 
Guess 
I 
kind 
of got caught
 in th 
rush of new clothes the LOUANN
 
SHOP
 just 
received.
 
One  
outfit  
particular would catch your eye. 
black and
 white,  shepherd
 cheer
 
so 
with siA buttons on the.
 beck 
of th 
boxy 
jacket. The 
skirt is pencil
 di 
and 
tailored to 
a "T."
 Now here 
the 
penny-wise
 
part
 of the 
pictur
 
The suit is a herd.finish 
wool 
that 
will 
last 
as long 
as you 
want  
it
 to. Y.41 
will 
definitely get your beauty enii 
your 
nicrey
 s 
v.orth
 from
 this so& 
FLASH LOUANNA
 
SHOP
 
JUST
 REC. 
EWED ABOUT 
TWENTY
 
NEW. NEW
 YORK 
TAILORED,  
BOXY 
JACKETS.  
FEATURE 
OF 
THE 
COAT 
IS THE 
FOUR 
GORED  
BACK
 
THAT
 FLAIRS 
JUST
 
ENOUGH.
 THE 
COAT
 
IS 
1007.
 
VIRGIN WOOL TOO, 
IN 
L.UCI-
OUS
 SHADES
 OF 
GREEN, 
GREY. 
AND RED. A 
PERFECT
 
STEAL 
AT $19.99. 
SIMPLE ARITHMETIC 
Take one new,
 rayon crepe 
Ion+ 
sleeve blouse with French quffs 
entd 
a 
fly  front concealing
 the buttc: . 
Add one wool
 
gaberdine,
 
tail 
skirt, also with
 a fly front. The 
is a beautiful  ensemble 
that will 
anywhere.
 
Apeace  . .
 the
 blouse
 
$  
$5.99. tho skirt 
is $10.991  And 44. 
qether
 
. . only $16.98. 
GOTTA.
 
RUN 
NOW . . THiS 
BEING 
DEAD 
WEEK  
THERE'S  
ALWAYS
 FINALS 
TO STUDY, 
FOR. LUCK 
BE WITH 
US,  
ITU " 
KEEP UR DATE FOR FRIDAY.
 BUT , 
IN THE 
MEANWHILE
 
.  BE. 
MEMBER THAT 
LOUANN.A  
SHOP 
ALWAYS
 
HAS  THE 
ANSwEll 
. . IN 
DRESSES.
 
IN
 SUITS. 
IN 
SPORTSWEAR,
 IN LINGERIE. THE 
ADDRESS IS . . 
. 182 
SOUTH  
FIRST STREET. 
you
 next 
Friday,
 
Connie 
Page 4 
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SAN 
JOSE
 STATE
 
COLLEGE
 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
Monday,
 Mardi 14,
 
19-10
 ; 
CHART 
WORKLeading  an 
expedition In 
Panama, Dr. 
Matthew  W. 
Stirling,
 of Washington,
 D.C.. 
looks ever a map with his wife and
 crew
 members 
of
 a plane 
from the 
USAF 
Caribbean
 
Air 
Corn-'  
mend. 
Aftfr,spotting  his 
objective
 from 
the helicopter, which landed the partx 
nearby, 
Dr. 
Stirling,
 
unearthed
 relics of an 
American  civilization 
antedating the 
arrival of Christopher 
Columbus. 
-ft 
4 
' 
7411111111r 
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SPARTANS
 WIN 
Franusich
 
Loses  
Closenlertaertesrss
 
Decision
 
To
 
Slugger
 
In Big Meet 
Sixth Straight
 
Crown
 
for 
Hard 
Hitting
 
Portalmen
 
By ARNOLD B. WECHTER 
SAN LUIS
 
OBISPO,
 
March  
12San Jose 
State's fair haired
 
box-
ing 
team latched 
onto  its sixth consecutive California
 
Collegiate  
Ath-
letic association 
championship
 by downing Cal Poly, 
6-2 in their gym 
Saturday night. The
 event 
was originally
 planned 
as a 
tournament,
 
but no other 
college entered 
so it turned 
into
 a 
dual  meet. 
The highlight of 
the evening 
was 
the match 
between  Spartan 
Pete Franusich and 
the idol of 
San 
Luis,  "Rawhide" 
Ken 
Corn-
elius-. It was a classic meeting be-
tween a boxer and 
slugger. Raw-
hide came out swinging like a 
gate ajar in the  first round. 
He
 
managed
 to buffet Franusich 
around, but failed to land his 
right hand 
effectively. 
Finds 
Range  
In the second round Pete found 
the 
range from
 a southpaw 
stance  
and 
time 
after
 time 
rocked Cor-
nelius with 
stiff rights. The third 
round was a repeat
 of the second 
with 
"Rawhide"
 still 
swinging 
and 
missing.  The 
judges gave the 
nod to the
 San 
Luis slugger. Ken 
Cornelius  is the 
new  175 lb. 2C4A 
champ.  
In the 
125 lb. division
 Mac Mar-
tinez defeated the 
Mustang's Art 
Guglimelli
 handily. It 
was a close 
fight
 with the body 
blows of 
Martinez making the 
difference. 
Some new gray hairs were ad-
ded
 to Coach Dee Portal's head 
when Ay Tafoya received a gash 
over his left eye while 
defeating  
Les 
RiSling  for the 130 lb. 
crown.
 
The fight was
 stopped
 midway in 
the second round. According to 
collegiate
 
rules  any bout 
stopped 
for a cut, or injury, in the 
second  
or third round is awarded to the 
boxer ahead at 
that 
point. 
Two Stitches Taken 
Tafoya had 
two stitches 
taken 
in the injured brow. It is 
doubt-
ful if he will 
start Friday night
 
against 
Idaho.  
DSG  
Cagers
 
Garner  
SJS 
Mermen 
Swamp Foes 
San Jose
 State's varsity 
nata-
tors ever.ed 
up their 1949 
loss record by downing the Gaels 
of St. Mary's 51-24 in Friday's 
meet at Moraga. 
It was the second varsity tri-
umph this year for the Spartans. 
Two 
weeks ago 
the
 Gaels
 were de-
feated 
by
 SJS in the local
 waters. 
A double victory by freestyler 
Ray Bryant in 
the
 distance 
races 
put the
 Spartans into a safe 
lead
 
before half the meet had been 
held. Brant captured 
the 220 andl 
440 -yard swims with comfortablel 
margins.
 
Spartans
 Pat McConnell 
and: 
George 
Sheets 
took 
firsts  in 
the!  
diving
 and breast strokes,
 re-
spectely. Bob
 Edminister, SJS 
diver 
No.  2, finished 
second  be-
hind McConnell.
 
St. Mary's 
made a better
 show-
ing than the 
first  dual meet 
by 
winning
 
two 
races.  Their 
ace 
Phelnger
 won 
the  50 -yard 
free-
style 
spring 
itt 24.9 
sec. In 
the 
four -man 
freestyle  relay 
the Gaels 
nosed 
out a Spartan 
quartet
 
which  
had 
won in the earlier 
conflict.  
Bud  Guisness 
garnered 
first 
for SJS
 in the 
century  freestyle
 
and 
Dick  Lebedeff 
beat
 the field 
in the 150 yard backstroke. 
Win-
2C2A  
TITLE  
Staters  
Beat
 
By
 
Racehorse  
Game
 
The 
:nterclass  
track  
meet, 
scheduled for Thursday and Fri-
day of this week, may see a  
ream
 
of 
previous
 records 
go by 
the 
boards..
 
The 
annual  affair, 
sponsored
 
by track
 and field 
Coach  
Bud 
Winter, bcasts an entry 
list  this 
year that places
 distinct threats 
to old 
varsity
 standards in almost
 
every 
event. 
The meet will be run 
in 
two 
seperate division, varsity and 
novice.
 Freshmen will 
compete
 in 
the 
novice  class, 
plus  any
 
likely
 
prospects 
recruited  ,by the 
five
 
team 
captains. The five squads 
of 
varsity
 and 
novice 
thinelads 
are 
bossed by 
Stu 
Inman,  Fred 
Mangini, 
Woody 
Linn,  Steve
 
O'Meara,
 and the 
Passey
 broth-
ers, 
Jack
 and 
Bill.  
Each captain has 
come 
forth  
xvith  predictions of triumph
 in 
no 
uncertain terms. Woody 
Linn 
claims a 
20 paint margin of vic-
tory 
for his 
team, by far the 
most  
ambitiousboast.
 
Distances
 for 
the :nterclass 
meet
 in all 
running  events will be 
shortened.  Thus; the 100 yard 
1 dash becomes the 75 ya 
dash, 
the 880 yard run
 
becom.
 
s
 the 
660,
 etc.
 
, 
Scheduled
 
for  
Thursday
 
are  the 
1320 yard run, 75 yard dash, 70 
yard 
high 
hurdles,  352 
yard
 
(101,  
high jump, Javelin, and shot put. 
Completing  the events on Fri-
day 
will be the 180 yard dash, 160 
low hurdles, 11/2 mile run, relay, 
discus, broad jump, and pole 
vault.
 
Grant 
Denmark's
 discus
 
stand-
ard of 141 ft. 10 in. is sure to be 
surpassed
 by Linn, who has done 
158 
feet' in practice. Linn also 
may equal or better his shot put 
mark of 47 ft. 4 in. 
By 
GEORGE
 
LAJEUNESSE
 
Fast breaking offenses of 
mid
-western teams 
proved
 San
 
Jose
 
State's
 downfall in last 
week's NAIB 
tourney
 in Kansas
 City, 
accord-
ing 
to 
ace  
In
 
westerners
 
Spartan  center 
Stu Inman. 
had 
nothing
 but praise for the style  of 
game the 
mid -
played and 
named
 Hemline and Beloit 
as the 
two  top 
  teams in 
the tourn4.
 
Linn Third 
In 
LB 
Meet  
LONG 
BEACH. March
 12 ---
Woody  
Linn,
 San 
Jose  
State
 Col-
lege's  
only
 
representative  
in the 
annual 
Long Beach
 Relays,
 hurled 
the 
discus
 149 
ft.  7 in 
today  for 
a 
third 
place  
in that 
event.  
Linn trailed 
Sim  
Ines of 
Comp-
ton, 
College,  
who
 set a 
new na-
tional
 junior 
college 
record 
with 
la 
lengthy
 toss
 of 164 
ft. 5 3-4 
in. 
and 
U.C.L.A.'s
 
Chuck  
Lewis,  
who
 
hit 158 feet. 
San 
Jose 
'finished  
eighth  
in
 the 
team 
scoring  
with  2 
points. 
The 
University
 of 
Southern
 
California
 
Trojans 
were the unofficial  
win-
ners 
with
 42 
1-2  
points.
 
Bruin  hurdler 
Craig Dixon,
 late 
of the U. S. 
Olympic  squad, ran 
the 120 high hurdles in 
the meet -
record time
 of 14.1. while Olympic 
shot
 put 
champ Wilbur 
"Moose" 
Thompson also 
came
 through with 
a record smashing heave of 54 ft. 
1-8 
in. 
 
Dr. 
Steve Sevniclur, of the Los 
Angeles Athletic Club, let fly 
with  a prodigious 
214  ft. 7 
in.
 ef-
fort 
in the javelin throw, good for 
an 
easy first. Other top perfor-
mances were turned in by Comp -
ton's 
Bill Fell 
with  a 9.8 100 
yard 
dash,  
Johnny
 Rowan 
of U.S.C. and 
Bob Smith of San Diego State. 
who both 
cleared
 14 feet in the 
pole vault, and Tom Patsalis of 
U.S.C., 
who 
annexed  the 
broad
 
jump  with a 23 
ft. 1 3-4 in. leap
 
"Hemline  is as 
good as 
USF."  
Inman said, "and 
the  little Beloit 
team 
js
 
amazing.
 They're 
like 
a 
bunch 
of mice running around the 
courtall over their 
opponents at 
all
 times."
 
The 
tall State 
pivotman
 
said  
Tom 
KaIsimpalis,
 center of East-
ern Illinois 
State  who eliminated 
San Jose from the tourney 81-75, 
-deserves 
every  one of the 
points 
he gets." He said 
KatsimpaliS  .is 
a fadeaway 
shooter rather than 
a 
driver and
 has a 
beautiful
 touch
 
to 
his 
shots.
 
Eastern
 Illinois State, 
according 
io 
Inman,  plays the same 
t'race-
horse" 
type of basketball 
qa 
do 
other 
teams  in their
 locality. 
"Ti    
teams 
. 
of 
ball  night after
 night and 
we're  
just
 not
 
geared 
to 
that 
style of
 
basketball  on the 
Coast, he said. 
The Illinois 
quintet did not 
have  
too much 
of a height 
advantage
 
over  the 
Spartans,  Inman
 added,
 
but they had 
control of the 
back-
boards and
 rfni over San
 Jose's 
defense in the
 second half. 
-Ordinarily 75 
points would win 
any 
number
 of basketball games 
out 
here," Stu 
continued, 
"need-
less ht say we were quite stir-
piised to rad it wasn't enough to 
beat
 them." 
San Josc.' State's  physical
 condi-
tion held up well during the tour-
ney. Bob 
Wuesthoff's  ankle did 
not  give him any trouble. Inman 
said. Ralph
 Romero received treat
-
:rents
 for a strained back before 
the games but 
did  not complain of 
in 
handicap. 
JOHNNY-r;;;IFLETHOlpfTS
 MEtleN 
TW
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DSG 
Cagers  
Garner  
Two 
Championships  
ON 
GOODWILL
 TOUR
 Tied up in New York, the 
9100 -ton Swedish freighter,
 
Seattle,  
is one of 
the 
fsstest
 
freighters 
in the world. Now
 on 
the homeward 
leg  of a 
goodwill
 
tour
 which displayed 
modern
 
Swedish 
shipbuilding  skill, the
 Seattle will have covered in 
excess  
of 18,000 miles when 
she reaches home port. 
In the background is the
 new British liner, 
Caronia.  
Boxing Skill 
and Portal's 
Point 
Indicatorsuccessful
 next year. 
Demonstrated
 
at 
Post  All
-College 
Tourney
 
By HOWARD CARMICHAEL 
Coach Dee Portal's boxing team 
participated
 in 
the
 Post 
All-Col-
lege
 tourney 
Friday night in the 
Men's  Gym to 
decide  who would 
represent  
the school in the 
Wis-
consin
 baits. 
Portal's  new sys-
tem of scoring wiz 
used for the 
first 
time.  
On 
the
 whole,
 the fights were 
the
 
best seen in the 
Incal
 gym in 
many
 a week. Although
 some 
of 
the more
 publicized boxers were 
absent, the underlings tried hard 
and  pleased the crowd. They had 
been aiming for 
these
 
bouts sinc,
 
the season opened a9d 
they put 
plentt of spirit and punch in their 
blows. The majority 
of
 the win-
ners
 tonight
 will travel with 
the 
team to Wisconsin, while
 the 
others will go to Sacramento. 
DeSoto-Grove
 Bout 
is Best.
 
The 
evealing's  best 
demonstra-
tion
 of heeling was 
the fight be-
tween Joe 
DeSoto  and Ray 
Grove.  
DeBoto had 
the 
advantage  in 
style 
while- 
Grove
 swung the hard-
est 
pinch.
 It 
was  fast and rough 
in 
thp
 
first round 
with 
DeSoto  
taking 
the  most points 
with his 
quick life 
jabs.
 
Grove  came 
back
 
In the 
second round
 and put
 the 
crowd on 
its  
feet by staggering 
DeSoto 
with a 
flurry 
of 
hard
 
lefts 
and 
rights. In the last 
round  It 
appeared 
as
 if DeSoto was 
ready 
for 
the 
canvas
 hut he managed
 to 
hang on. It was close and 
the  
crowd  generally  favored the 
draw
 
decision. 
The 
"try hard, eager" boy of 
the  team, Don 
Desch,  fought Les 
Walters  in the 
second 
most
 
popu-
lar match of the evening's card. 
Until 
now 
things 
were slightly 
dull,
 but the house 
woke
 up 
with  
some 
lusty 
cheering
 when the two 
boys started
 swinging it 
out  head 
gear  to heard gear from the open-
ing bell until the final gong. 
Desch took the decision. 
Two 
dark 
horses,  Bob 
Frazer 
and Ray Forsythe, put on a pleas-
ing bout. 
Frazer was the
 taller 
boy 
and took good advantage
 of 
his height by 
holding
 off 
his  op-
ponent with long 
left jabs. 
Perhaps
 not the most spec-
tacular bout, as boxing goes, but 
the most enjoyable was the fight 
between comical Happy Hirata 
and 
Joe 
Duran.  
Short Happy
 kept 
a left stuck 
out and 
with  his 
right 
maintained  a constant 
windmill motion that every now 
and then flew off, 
propelling  its 
owner  across 
the
 ring. 
The following are the results: 
Ernie Paramo dec. Jack Monroe; 
Mike Rivera
 dec. Don Camp;
 Wes 
Mathews  
dec.  Al Sabory;
 Bob 
Frazer dec. Ray 
Forsythe;
 Johnny 
Johnson dec.
 George Muro; 
Paul 
Farris 
and 
Raul  
Diez  
drew. 
Sold, Rented, 
Repaired
 
HUNTER
-PETERSON  
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
71 E. SAN FERNANDO BAL
 4234 
SC Broncos Shot 
By 
SJS Safari 
The San Jose 
State college rifle 
team out -shot
 the Santa 
Clara 
five  on the 
local  range 
Thursday,  
1362 to 
1329.  Collier fired 279, 
high score for
 the afternoon. 
Williams
 shot 277 
for  the Broncit. 
Other
 
individual  Spartan scores 
were:
 
Calhoun;
 275: 
Winovich,
 
274;  Perry,
 267; and 
Small, 267.
 
A recent
 match 
with  the Uni-
versity
 of California
 tram 
found 
the Spartans 
losing 1425 
to 1359 
on the 
Berkeley  range. 
Collier 
fired 
a 281, Winovich
 274, Calhoun
 
270,  Ralchart
 269, and 
McCarty' 
265.  Muorud
 shot 289  
for the 
Bears,
 
taking  high
 score honors. 
The 
Cal  squad 
is rated
 as one
 
of the 
three top
 national
 teams,
 
and 
their  
:425
 for the 
afternoon  
is 
the 
highest
 team
 score
 recorded
 
this
 
year.
 
After two and one-half months 
of competition the intramural 
basketball tournament ended last 
Thursday
 
night 
with DSG fra-
ternity
 and the 
Modesto  
Pirates
 
fighting for 
the  championship. 
DSG, undefeated
 in nine 
straight  games, held 
command 
throughout the 
contest.  By virtue 
of their 
victory 
over  Modesto the 
fraternity
 cagers 
brought
 both the 
intramural 
and the Inter
-Frater-
nity 
titles  into camp. 
A total
 of 48 
teams  were 
en-
tered in 
the intramural
 com-
petition 
which had 
to be broken
 
up
 into several
 leagues. 
it
 is the 
hope  of 
intramural  
officials
 to 
have a basketball
 tourney 
just
 as 
More than
 500 
Spartans  
lot*
 
pert 
in
 the games. This 
is
 the first
 
time fraternities
 
have played
 in 
intramural 
basketball,
 according
 
to Director
 Dutch 
Thomas. 
He 
said "We 
were 
pleased
 
to see 
the 
fraternity
 
men 
enter  the 
intra-
mural league." 
Thomas
 and 
Coach  Ted
 Mumby
 
were 
responsible
 for the
 success
 
of the 
intramural
 tourney 
this 
year.  Biggest
 difficulty
 was to 
se-
cure the
 gym 
for  the 
games. 
Thomas 
added  "We
 hope 
to be 
able 
to have 
better  facilities
 next 
year.  
the 
latest 
in 
PORTABLES
 
the  finest 
CAR 
MODELS  
the 
newest 
TABLE 
SETS  
 
Philco
 
 
Motorola
 
 
Packard
-Boll 
and many othors 
ALLIED
 RADIO 
 Television  
35 So. 4th Col. 
8615 
The
 
Co quite
 
Ant  
SLAVING SAVING,? 
Here's
 news for 
your Bashful 
Budget!  
Joe, 
down at the 
Den,
 is 
carrying  on 
his own
 campaign to 
remedy  the 
inflay-
shun 
sitchyashun.
 
Ankle  
down
 to 
the 
Home of Neat 
Eatin'  
and 
get . . 
. 
I 0% 
Off 
on 
Meal
 
Tickets
 
36 
W. 
SAN
 
FERNANDO
 
THAT'S  MEL-, THE 
CLASS  
POET-
 
IN ONE OF 
HIS 
FRENETIC  
MOODS 
ImEL
 
YOu'vE
 GOT 
CNIABITTS
 
HANNOVER
 
'Vu 
OWE IT TO 
YOUR-
SELF 
TO
 CHANGE
 TO 
PHILIP
 
MORRIS,
 THE 
ONE 
CIGARETTE
 
PROVED
 DEFIN-
ITELY  
LESS
 
IRR
 
.. 
ING1  
I 
CAN'T  
UNDER AN 
WHAT
 VI SEES IN 
SUCH
 A 
GOON!
 
\amEAE
 Do: 
"6.  
11 4 /F 
,0005 
I 
mourn,  
alas!
 we 
graduate, -
and
 
so 
Incontinenfly
 
shatter  
the 
finest  
class
 in any 
state
 and
 
Mars
 no 
laughing 
mattr  
HE'S  
MY 
FAVOIZJTC
 
POET
-YOU
 TAKE 
A 
BOW,
 
TOO,JOHNNy
 
DIRECTS
 MELVIN 
TOWA120 A 
INTHYRAMSIC
 
TelUMPH
 
DON
 
I 
MEAN
 
EXPOSTULATI,
 
BUT 
' 
EVEN
 IF 
you 
ARE 
SALUTATORIAN
 
YOU'RE
 GET-
TING
 
MEANER
 
EVERY
 
DAY 
"THIS
 
CLASS
 
ODE IS 
REALLY
 
GOING  
GREAT
 GUNS, VI,THANKS
 
TO
 YOU 
AND 
JOHNNY  
THANKS  TO PHILIP
 
MORRIS
 
YOU
 MEAN, 
MY
 
GOOD  
PENTAMETRIST!
 
/1//
 
goal
 
stodespokeg
 
mo/W
 
Behind
 
our  playful 
plot,
 our 
intentions are 
serious:
 we want 
you 
to 
discover 
for yourself the 
welcome
 
DIFFERENCE
 in 
cigarettes
 
that
 PHILIP MORRIS can 
bring  
you. 
Established  
PROOF
 
of that 
difference  
is too 
extensive  
to be 
detailed
 herebut
 
pre
-medical
 and 
chemistry
 
students,
 
who  
will be 
especially  interested 
can
 
get  
it 
in
 
published  
form 
FREE,
 by 
writing 
our 
Research
 
Dept.,
 
Philip  Morris Co., 
119 
Fifth  
Ave.,  N. 
Y.
 
CFU.
 
PH
 
I 
II 
MOIR
 
I 
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QUIET
 
EVERYf3ODY
 
-MEL'S
 GOING 
TO READ' US A 
POEM
-THE 
GLASS
 ODE 
MAYSE 
called
AI
  
\1/4_ 
THE 
WRONG
 
ODE.   
 
1 CAN'T
 HELP
 
TRYING
 "ft) BEAT
 
OUT
 
THIS IILIUSINIAN 
RAPTURE AND 
SMOKING
 TILL 
MY THROAT 
FEELS  
RAWAND RASPY
 
come
 
tune The string -and Jet 
us 
sing
 a clear 
triumphant  
chorus -
The
 the finest )etis 
BUT
 
THE 
RIGHT'
 
OSNOUEMIE
 NT.
  
You VE '001"  
A 
wr
 
TO PHILIP 
twootiti9
 
Use These Words 
with Toaps-a-Cheskl 
(Plan to use one every week!) 
ABSCIUATULATE
 (obi-sgtfot-ulato)-To scram. 
CIGARETTE
 HANGOVER (don't 
pronounce
 
but pleas 
don't
 ignore it)
-That  stole 
swmod_ukedp-o.  
ut
 taste, 
that  tight 
dry fooling
 Is your
 
throat due 
to  smoking. 
DENOUEMENT
 (doy-noo.neont)-Th
 final 
in
  
DITHYRAMBIC  (dith-o-refm-bik)-Ecstatic.
 
ELEU5INIANUois-loo-si4-o-an)  
- Front Eleusis, 
where Greek orgies took plods. 
EXPOSTULATE
 
(eks-54s-tisw-lote)-
 To tentanm 
strate FRENETIC (frien-oct-ik)-Frsinziy1.
 
INCONTINENTLY
 
(in-son-tin-ent-les)-Withoot
 
MATER"AlTE. (mass -or -ate) -Chew up. 
PENTA/AETRIST  
(pon-t..-.t-rist)-Doveams
 
pentameter, a popular poetic 
rnetee.  
SALUTATORIAN
 
(sel-vtiv-sb-t-yea)
 
- 0 
who pays official tribute. 

 
 
4 
